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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development and application to human resource development. This research is a qualitative research with content analysis method. The data source in this research are document of five international articles, data collection, data analysis up to the presentation of data adopting Huberman and Milles model. Level of management maturity, organizational culture concepts and organizational performance and Information Technology systems in service to support their management. The success of the institution in carrying out its vision and mission cannot be separated from the readiness of human resources and facilities available. Innovation of an organizational management, Strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application to human resource development are all dependent on Information Technology (Computer Applications), reliability and skill of human resources in using the application.
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1. Introduction

The large number of employees (labor) requires an organization to think about how to use and optimize the performance of its employees. This is because employees are one of the important assets needed by the organization to perform the production process. The problem that arises is how to produce employees who have optimal performance. Optimal employee performance is one of the target organizations to achieve high work productivity. Employee performance is the level of success of employees in carrying out their duties and responsibilities. Employee performance is generally influenced by two factors, namely internal and external factors (Ismail, 2006). Internal factors are factors that come from within the employees, which include job satisfaction and organizational commitment. While external factors are factors that come from outside the self-employee, which includes leadership, safety and safety, and organizational culture.

One of the external factors affecting employee performance is organizational culture. Organizational culture is a growing value within an organization, where the values are used to direct the behavior of members of the organization (Soedjono, 2005). Employee behavior is influenced by the environment where they work formed through the culture of the organization and the existence of culture within an organization is expected to improve employee performance.

Besides affecting the performance of the work, the organizational culture also has a close relationship with job satisfaction. Job satisfaction can be defined as a pleasant or unpleasant emotional state in which employees view their work (Handoko, 1998, Widodo, 2006). If the employee’s perception of culture in an organization is accordance with the wishes of employee, then the employee will be satisfied with his work. Conversely, if the employee’s perception of culture in an organization is not support to organization system, then employees are not satisfied with his work (Robbins & Judge, 2008). Employees who are satisfied with their work and think of their job as something fun will have a good performance.

In addition to organizational culture and job satisfaction, another variable that affects employee performance is organizational commitment. Organizational commitment is a circumstance where an employee sides with a particular organization and its goals and wants to maintain membership within the organization (Robbins & Judge, 2008). The commitment of an employee to organization can be an important instrument for improving the performance of the employee (Khan et al., 2010). Organizational commitment also has relevance to organizational culture. According to Robbins and Judge (2008), one specific outcome of a strong organizational culture is the declining rate of employee rotation. The harmony of goals achieved between employees and organizations through culture will build an organizational commitment within the employee.

Job satisfaction also has a close relationship with organizational commitment. Job satisfaction is the first aspect to be achieved before an employee has an organizational commitment, which, according to Gunlu et al. (2010), job satisfaction has a significant effect on organizational
commitment. Thus, variables such as organizational culture, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment theoretically have a close relationship in affecting employee performance.

Theoretical relationships are supported by several empirical studies which also find that organizational culture, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment have a positive and significant impact on employee performance (e.g. Yousef (2002), McKinnon et al. (2003), Koesmono (2005); Samad (2005); Manetje and Martins (2009); Ojo (2009); Rose et al. (2009); and Gunlu et al. (2010)). But there are also some empirical studies that find that organizational culture, job satisfaction, and organizational commitment have no significant effect on employee performance (e.g. Crossman and Zaki (2003); Chang and Lee (2007); and Yiing and Ahmad (2009).

2. Methodology

In accordance with the problems and objectives proposed in this study is to obtain a general description of discovering the renewal of innovation, strategic factors, efforts undertaken, relevance to human resource management, and Applications on the improvement of Human Resources obtained from a description of five articles as data that have been published by other researchers on different international journal. This research is a research based on qualitative approach with content analysis method by using inductive procedure. The data obtained and analyzed are then grouped into pre-defined categories. Aspects of textual interpretation following research questions are incorporated into categories. The categories can be revised and converged simultaneously through the analytical process.

The purpose of content analysis is to find the depth of meaning that exists in the object under study. So this study will present a report containing data citations to describe the innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, the efforts undertaken for the development of human resources and applying it in human resource development efforts.

The research procedure can be detailed as follows:

2.1 Data and Data Resource

2.1.1 Data

Data in this research is qualitative data that is in the form of document (five articles) with title:


The data studied relate to the innovation aspect of an organizational management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationship with human resource development and application to human resource development.

2.1.2 Data Source

The data source is the subject of the study from which the data was obtained. In general, the source data is taken from two sources, namely primary data source or main data source and secondary data source or supporting data source. Secondary data sources, taken from manuscripts or documents from management articles.

2.2 Data Collection Techniques and Procedures

Data collected using inventory techniques, which search and collect some data include:

2.2.1 Data Collection Procedures:

1. The data based on the review five articles.
2. Data collection through interviews, observation and study documents/articles.
3. Recapitulation of data.
4. Read and study the literature, references relating to what issues will be researched so as to generate an answer related to innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development And application to human resource development.
5. Record and enter the data obtained from five different articles publishers into the data analysis, then analyzed so that the data obtained in accordance with the formulation of the problem and research objectives.

2.2.2 Data Analysis Procedure

Data analysis technique used in this research is by using interactive model of Milles and Huberman (1994) suggest that activity in qualitative data analysis is done interactively and continuously until complete, so that the data is saturated. Activities in data analysis include three components: data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. Milles and Huberman model analysis has three well-established components that are before, during, and
after the implementation of data collection. So in analyzing this data carried out the steps as follows:

1. Read of data the article
2. Data Collection
   The data collection stage is done by the researcher by collecting the supporting data contained in the research object. These data are data related to the innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application to the development of human resources.
3. Reduce Data
   Reduce data is the stage of removing data that is not required by researchers, such as data that includes innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development and application to development human resources but not in accordance with research focus. Through the data reduction phase all data from the collected research object will be selected according to the researcher’s need for. Thus, data that are not in accordance with the focus of research is not used by researchers.
4. Data Classification
   At the classification stage the researcher classifies the data according to the sub focus. Classification of data conducted by researchers is compiling data that have been found by researchers related to focus of the research.
5. Analyze Documents
   The researcher analyzes the document based on the identification of the problem that has been formulated. In this activity the researcher uses the innovation of an organizational management, strategic factors that support organizational management, the efforts undertaken, the relationship with the development of human resources and application to human resource development. Researchers describe the innovations of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development and application of human resource development based on standardized studies and suggestions of its application in an institution.
6. Presentation of Results
   This research is presented by presenting data in the form of descriptions of the results of analysis in the form of a sentence. The description is a description of the problem formulation that is answered by the researchers in the form of description of research results.
7. Concluding Research Results
   In the final activity of the research is to conclude the analysis result. Researchers present the results of an innovation analysis of organizational management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application of human resource development that has been done by researchers using research work step.
2.2.3 Data Inspection and Validity

Examination of the validity of data in a study is necessary. In the opinion of Sugiyono (2007), on qualitative research to obtain valid and reliable data tested is the data. The validity of data in qualitative research may depend on the wealth of information data obtained and or to the ability of the researcher’s analysis of the collection of such information. According Sugiyono, that the credibility test data or trust to the data of qualitative research results, among others, can be done with extension of observation, triangulation, discussion with peers, analysis of negative cases, and member check.

Data validity techniques used in this research by:

1. Diligent observation of the data, diligent in analyzing always focused on the subject matter so as not far from the issues discussed. Perseverance of observation means seeking consistently with various ways in relation to the content analysis process. In this case, the researcher performs careful observational persistence in accordance with the sub focus of all research.

2. Adequacy of theory, in this case makes a solid description of the results of research. This description is expected to succeed in providing detailed explanations to increase the validity of the research results supported by the adequacy of the theory.

3. Checking to colleagues, doing question and answer to fellow researchers to obtain the accuracy of the results of the analysis.

4. Invite an expert or expert to review or discuss the results of research, conducted by way of confirming the results of data analysis to mentors as experts. The confirmation results can be used to improve the accuracy and reliability of the results of data analysis and conclusions of this study. Thus, analysis of possible data by the researcher can be reduced.

5. Extend time in analyzing to get accurate result of research

6. The researcher performs the procedure to check back all the research data. So the results can be accurate.

3. Literature Review

3.1 Employee Performance

Performance is the result of work in quality and quantity achieved by a person in carrying out tasks assigned to employee in accordance with predefined standards or criteria. Performance shows the level of success of employees in carrying out their duties and responsibilities. The higher the employee’s performance, the overall organizational productivity will increase.

An employee will have a high level of performance if there is a match between work and ability. If it can be fulfilled, it will arise a sense of responsibility towards the work and willingness to participate in achieving organizational goals through the implementation of tasks to the fullest. Therefore, organizations need to pay attention to the management of human resources (employees) to produce high performance in order to improve overall organizational performance.

There are three factors that affect the performance of individual employees, namely: (1) the
ability of individuals in carrying out the work; (2) the level of business conducted; and (3) organizational support (Mathis and Jackson, 2006). Employee performance can be improved if all three factors are present in the employee, and employee performance will decrease or decrease if one of these factors does not exist.

3.2 Organizational Culture

Robbins and Judge (2008) define organizational culture as a shared system of meaning shared by members that differentiate the organization from other organizations. According to Robbins and Judge (2008) organizational culture represents a common perception of the members of the organization. It is therefore desirable that individuals of different backgrounds or at different levels within the organization can understand the organizational culture in the same sense.

Hofstede (1986, in Koesmono, 2005) states that culture is a variety of interactions of habitual characteristics that affect groups of people within their environment. In order for organizational culture to function optimally, organizational culture must be created, defended, and strengthened and introduced to employees through the socialization process (Nurtjahjani and Masreviastuti, 2007). Through this socialization, employees are introduced about the goals, strategies, values, and standards of organizational behavior as well as work-related information.

3.3 Job Satisfaction

By definition, job satisfaction is a positive attitude of employees to their work, which arises based on an assessment of the work situation (Robbins and Judge, 2008; Umam, 2010). Pleasant work situations can be formed if the nature and type of work to be done in accordance with the needs and values owned by employees. Thus, a satisfied employee prefers his work situation rather than a disgruntled employee, who does not like his work situation.

Job satisfaction perceived by employees is influenced by two factors, namely intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors (Johan, 2002). The intrinsic factor is a factor that comes from within the individual that every employee has taken since starting work in his workplace. While extrinsic factors are factors that come from outside the employees themselves, such as the physical condition of the work environment, interaction with other employees, payroll systems, and so forth. Meanwhile, according to Luthans (2006), there are five dimensions that affect job satisfaction, namely: the job itself, salary, promotion opportunities, supervision, and colleagues.

3.4 Organizational Commitment

Organizational members who are committed to their organization may develop a more positive view of the organization and are happy to spend extra energy on behalf of the organization (Anik & Arifuddin, 2003). It shows that organizational commitment has more meaning than passive loyalty, but it involves an active relationship and an employee’s desire to make a significant contribution to his organization.

According to Greenberg and Baron (1993, in Chairy, 2002), employees with high organizational commitment are more stable and more productive employees and ultimately
more profitable for the organization. Mowday et al. (1982, in Chairy, 2002) suggests features of organizational commitment, namely: (1) strong beliefs as well as acceptance of organizational goals and values; (2) readiness to work hard; And (3) a strong desire to survive in the organization.

The benefits of this article are to discover the renewal of innovation, strategic factors, efforts undertaken, relevance to human resource management, and the Application of human resources improvement from five articles published by five different international journal.

So based on the background, problems, and benefits experienced in this article, the sub-focus of research is how innovation of an organization's management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development and application to development human Resources.

3.5 Huberman and Milles Model

Qualitative data analysis is a series of process of finding and compiling qualitative data obtained from interviews, observation records, and other materials systematically. This process aims to make data easy to understand and findings can be informed to others. The method of qualitative data analysis is done by organizing the data, elaborating it into small units, synthesizing it, arranging it into patterns, selecting and sorting out important and unimportant data, and finally concluding so that the conclusions are information that can be submitted to other people.

One of the most widely used qualitative data analysis techniques in scientific research such as thesis and his comrades follows the concept of Miles and Huberman. In the view of Miles and Huberman, the activity of qualitative data analysis is done interactively and continuously at each stage of the research until complete and saturated.

There are 3 stages of qualitative data analysis according to Miles and Huberman, namely data reduction, display, and conclusion / verification.

1. Data reduction

The purpose of data reduction is that we as researchers summarize, sort and select, and categorize the data we get from data sources through various data collection techniques that we do. In qualitative research, the main data are words and actions. In contrast to the research quantitative the main data in the form of numbers. Because action is part of the main data in qualitative research, the classroom action research (PTK) belongs to the qualitative research family.

2. Display data

Display data is to present qualitative data according to the form / pattern that can be done in the form of charts, graphs, brief descriptions, matrices, charts, and network. When the patterns found by researchers have been completed and supported by the data, then the pattern becomes a standard pattern which can then be presented in the final report of research such as thesis. The main data in qualitative research in the form of words and actions through the process of interviewing and observing human behavior, recorded through written recording and shooting
in the form of photos. In this case, data obtained through written documents such as student work plan (RKS) and student’s list of values during a certain period of position as the main data support.

3. Conclusion and verification

The last step in qualitative data analysis is the conclusion and verification. In Miles & Huberman’s view, drawing conclusions in qualitative data analysis is only part of a whole series of research processes. Verify the meaning of the researcher review or re-correct the records data he obtained and the meaning he did to the data.

Three steps of qualitative data analysis Miles and Huberman model above is enough to serve as a guide we choose in conducting qualitative data analysis. The conclusion in qualitative research is the answer or solution offered by the researcher on the formulation of predetermined problem. Conclusions can be new findings, clarify previously blurred objects, and solutions to specific problems.

4. Results and Discussion


This article explains that information technology (IT) is a computer application and telecommunication equipment for storing, retrieving, transmitting and manipulating data, often in the context of business or other companies. This study was conducted to determine the performance and Position of profitability selected IT Sectors i.e. IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP SE and Symantec. This study is based on secondary data collected from financial statements published from the official website of IT companies selected for five years from 2010-2011 to 2014-2017. Data have been analyzed using ratios and means of statistical means and correlation. On the basis of analysis of financial performance of selected IT companies have found that Oracle and Microsoft show remarkable financial performance when compared with other companies.

Based on this explanation, this article shows the information technology system in service to support their management. Innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application to human resource development all depend on information technology, (Computer Applications), reliability and skill of human resources in using IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP SE and Symantec applications is a key to success in institutional management, but on the other hand when a company relying on information technology systems with computer applications in a limited area of facilities and skilled human resources in computer applications, innovation and strategy and efforts to solve problems with IT become a very difficult condition.

The article explains that human resource management on the service side of the hospital institution still needs to improve the service of respondent’s request, it means that innovation, strategic support and strategic efforts to optimize the service of the public as an institution that many put forward excellent service is still very far. In the cause of the development of trained and reliable human resources in service and utilization of facilities that support very limited. The article put forward the level of public satisfaction of the performance management of hospital employees is not optimal due to the low competence of human resources to run the hospital management of excellent service standards.


The understanding of organizational culture is increasingly viewed as a necessary requirement for high performance in the organization. This is also suggestive that the culture of an organization may have a significant impact on the success of the organization. The term of organizational culture is used widely, however inappropriately and occasionally defining and using it incorrectly. While there is universal agreement that organizational culture exists and that it plays a crucial role in shaping behavior and performance in organizations, there is little consensus on what organizational culture is and how it impacts on organizational performance. Without a reasonable understanding of the concept of organization culture and its definition, we cannot understand its relationships with organizational performance. This paper explores the notion and the understanding of the concepts of organizational culture and organizational performance. If we can define and understand the concept of organizational culture, then we can understand how it can impact on organizational performance.

This article discusses ideas and understanding of organizational culture concepts and organizational performance. If we can define and understand the concept of organizational culture, then we can understand how it can have an effect on organizational performance, or Innovation of an organization’s management. Strategic factors that support organizational management as well as efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development as well as application to the development of human resources made a new thing or conduct further studies. But the weakness in this article is only limited to an abstract understanding of the concepts of organizational culture so that further research needs to be done to further explain the concepts of organizational culture into something that is easy to do by all stakeholder companies or institutions.


The health sector contributes 2.5% of the GDP in Kenya. Private healthcare facilities control
43% of the health sector in Kenya. Private healthcare sector has a significant market share, approximately 50% in Sub-Saharan Africa. In Kenya, it contributes 22% of all health services. Despite the sector’s contribution, its annual growth rate continues declining from 5.2%, 3.5% and 2.3% in 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively. Healthcare is different from other industries and because of the complexity of the provider-patient relationship, the asymmetry of knowledge and patient vulnerability, proponents of value need to focus on quality. The study adopted correlational survey research design. The population was 52 chief operation managers of 52 private health facilities accredited by NHIF in Nairobi. Pilot results (N=10) revealed 51-item instrument reliability ranged between α=0.700 and α=0.867. Further, results revealed that only three dimensions of quality management practices namely: ICT (β = 0.266, p = 0.001); process management (β = 0.329, p = 0.007) and top management support (β = 0.192, p = 0.037) had positive significant effect on organizational performance. The study concluded that quality management practices (Information Communication Technology, Process Management, Top Management Support) were significant predictors of organizational performance; quality management practices is a critical antecedent of organizational performance in private healthcare facilities in Nairobi. Quality management practices (β=0.162, p=0.000) has a positive effect on organizational performance. Recommendations were that facilities should continue enhancing and instituting effective quality management practices as these efforts improve organizational performance. The study provided a quality management framework that will aid healthcare policy makers in strengthening the relationship between quality of care and organizational performance.

The article concludes that quality management practices (Information Communication Technology, Process Management, and Top Management Support) are significant predictors of organizational performance; Quality management practices are an important antecedent of organizational performance at private health facilities in Nairobi. Quality management practices (β = 0.162, p = 0.000) have a positive effect on organizational performance. Recommendation is that facilities should continuously improve and institutionalize quality management practices. Innovation of an organization’s management, Strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application to human resource development all depend on the use of information communication technology, process management and management support. Humans at facilities in Kenya are very satisfying to the public/users despite being known as a poor country, the advantages of this article are limited to seeing the relationship of the existence of IT to the level of public satisfaction, do not look at other sectors that also affect the standard of service and management of an ideal institution.


This paper aims to assess knowledge management maturity at higher educational institutions, to determine the most effecting variables on knowledge management that enhance the total
performance of the organization. This study was applied on Al-Azhar University in Gaza District of Palestine. This paper depends on Asian productivity organization model that used to assess KM maturity. Second dimension assess high performance was developed by the authors. The controlled sample was (364). Several statistical tools were used for data analysis and hypotheses testing, including reliability correlation using Cronbach’s Alpha, “ANOVA”, simple linear regression and step wise regression. The overall findings of the current study suggest that KMM is suitable for measuring and lead to enhance high performance. KMM assessment shows that the university maturity level is in level three. Findings also support the main hypothesis and it is sub hypotheses. The most important factors effecting high performance are: Processes, KM leadership, People, KM Outcomes, and Knowledge Process. Furthermore the current study is unique by the virtue of its nature, scope and way of implied investigation, as it is the first study at in Palestine explores the status of KMM using the Asian productivity model.

The article aims to assess knowledge management maturity in higher education institutions, to determine the most influential variables on knowledge management that improve the overall performance of an organization. The research was applied to Al-Azhar University in the Gaza District of Palestine paper. The overall findings from this study indicate that KMM is suitable for measuring and leading to improved high performance. The KMM assessment indicates that the university level is due at level three. The findings also support the main hypothesis and it is sub hypotheses. The most important factors that affect high performance are: Process, KM leadership, People, KM Outcomes, and Process Knowledge. Furthermore this research is unique with the virtue of the nature, scope and manner of implied investigation, as it is the first study in in Palestine exploring the use of KMM status. Innovation of an organizational management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts made, relationships with human resource development and application of human resource development is limited to the understanding or concept of management maturity as a key to improve the performance of the organization or institution has not shown of causes and how management are applied in other areas that do not necessarily have the same cultural culture.

5. Conclusion

Based on the findings and discussion it can be concluded that the five articles shows the level of management maturity, organizational culture concepts and organizational performance and systems information technology in the service to support their management. The success of the institution in carrying out its vision and mission cannot be separated from the readiness of human resources and facilities available. Innovation of an organization’s management, strategic factors that support organizational management, efforts undertaken, relationships with human resource development and application to human resource development all depend on information technology (computer applications), reliability and skill of human resources In using IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP SE and Symantec applications is a key to success in institutional management, but on the other hand when a company relying on information technology systems with computer applications in a limited area of facilities and skilled human resources in computer applications then Innovation and strategy and efforts to solve problems with IT become a very difficult condition. So for the institutions in Indonesia
can also apply the findings of some articles if the readiness of human resources that are reliable, trained, skilled and understand and able to apply in the behavior and culture in the organization so that management works well then the performance will go up as well.

6. Policy Implication

Based on the results of organizational culture analysis, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and employee performance, the policy implications suggested in this research are:

1. Organizational culture variables in this study affect the job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and employee performance. The organizational culture has a considerable influence in determining employee performance. Based on these conditions, companies need to make efforts to strengthen and maintain an existing culture to improve employee performance, among others by:
   a. Conduct a deeper socialization of the vision, mission, values, and regulations applicable in the company so that employees are able to understand their duties and responsibilities so that the implementation can run well in accordance with the direction and purpose of the company.
   b. Involve employees in every activity of the company in order to build a good cooperation and mutual respect among employees and employees with superiors.
   c. Provide an opportunity for every employee to interact to build mutual trust and openness among employees and employees with superiors.

2. Job satisfaction variables in this study affect the organizational commitment and employee performance. The job satisfaction has a considerable influence in determining organizational commitment. Based on these conditions, the company needs to make efforts to increase job satisfaction in order to increase commitment in each employee, among others by:
   a. Establish compensation policy, career development, and promotion based on the competence and achievement achieved by employees.
   b. Provide supportive facilities for employees to enable them to work properly.
   c. Fostering good communication and relationships between superiors with employees and fellow co-workers so as to create a pleasant working conditions.

3. Organizational commitment variable in this research have an effect on employee performance. Based on these conditions, the company needs to make efforts to maintain existing commitments in each employee to improve their performance, among others by:
   a. Provide an opportunity for every employee to improve skills related to the task being done, such as providing training for employees who have the potential to grow so that employees are encouraged to contribute according to their ability.
   b. Provide support done by the supervisor in the form of guidance and support behavior.
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